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The continuum modeling of the mechanical behavior of nanowires has recently attracted much attention
due to its simplicity and efficiency. However, there are still some critical issues to be solved. In this paper,
we demonstrate the importance of accounting for the effects of initial stresses in the nanowires that are
caused by deformation due to surface stresses; we note that such initial stresses have previously been
neglected in most existing continuum models. By considering the local geometrical nonlinearity of strains
during the incremental flexural motion, a new formulation of the Euler–Bernoulli beam model for nano-
wires is developed through the incremental deformation theory, in which effects of the surface stress, the
surface-induced initial stress and surface elasticity are naturally incorporated. It is found through com-
parisons to existing experimental and computational results for both fcc metal and ceramic nanowires
that the surface-induced initial stresses, which are neglected in the Young–Laplace model, can signifi-
cantly influence the overall mechanical properties of nanowires. We additionally demonstrate and quan-
tify the errors induced by using the Young–Laplace model due to its approximation of surface stresses
acting on only the top and bottom surfaces of nanowires.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Nanowires (NWs) have been intensely investigated due to their
potential as the basic building blocks for nanoelectromechanical
systems (Craighead, 2000; Feng et al., 2007). The significant surface
effects on the mechanical behavior of NWs with increasing surface-
to-volume ratio have been observed both theoretically and exper-
imentally (Sharma et al., 2003; Mcdowell et al., 2008; Philippe
et al., 2009). Various numerical approaches have also been devel-
oped to capture the distinct size dependence of NWs due to surface
stresses including the molecular simulation (MS) (Park and Ji,
2006; Karpov et al., 2006; Agrawal et al., 2008; Zhang and Huang,
2009; Jiang and Batra, 2009; Park et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2010a)
and various finite element-based approaches that account for sur-
face effects in different ways (Park et al., 2006; Wei et al., 2006;
Park and Klein, 2007; Yvonnet et al., 2008; Park and Klein, 2008;
Yun and Park, 2009; He and Lilley, 2009; She and Wang, 2009;
Javili and Steinmann, 2010).

For the sake of simplicity and efficiency, analytical continuum
approaches are also highly attractive (Gurtin and Murdoch, 1978;
ll rights reserved.
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Zhang et al., 2004; He et al., 2004; Lu et al., 2006; Huang, 2008;
Bar On et al., 2010), and thus the bending and buckling behavior
of NWs has been studied by using the classical beam theory inte-
grated with (Gurtin and Murdoch’s) linear surface elasticity theory
(He and Lilley, 2008a,b; Wang and Feng, 2009). In these models,
surface effects on the flexural deformation are considered by using
the generalized Young–Laplace equation (Chen et al., 2006a),
which results in an equivalent distributed loading term in the
beam equation. However, there are still some open problems with
respect to the success of such formulation. First, the Young–La-
place model (He and Lilley, 2008a,b) cannot correctly predict the
bending behavior of NWs with different boundary conditions. For
fixed/fixed NWs, good agreement between the model and experi-
ments (Cuenot et al., 2004; Jing et al., 2006) is found for Pb and
Ag NWs, respectively, where both predict a significant size-depen-
dent stiffening of the Young’s modulus (He and Lilley, 2008a). In
contrast, significant discrepancy is observed for fixed/free NWs;
specifically, the experiment by Zijlstra et al. (2008) found that
the elastic moduli of free standing [100] Au nanorods agree well
with the bulk values, but size variation of the effective Young’s
modulus is reflected by the Young–Laplace model (He and Lilley,
2008b). The Young–Laplace model also incorrectly predicts the re-
cently experimentally observed size-dependent Young’s modulus
of silicon nitride nanocantilevers (Gavan et al., 2009). Specifically,
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the Young–Laplace model predicts elastic softening based on the
first resonant frequency, but elastic stiffening if based upon the
second resonant frequency (Gavan et al., 2009).

One key reason for these errors resulting from the Young–La-
place model is because the effects of the surface-induced initial
stresses are neglected in the Young–Laplace model (He and Lilley,
2008a,b). These effects can be critical due to the large deforma-
tions, including phase transformations and axial reorientations,
that surface stresses are known to cause in NWs, which have been
both predicted computationally and observed experimentally
(Park and Klein, 2007; Yun and Park, 2009; Diao et al., 2003; Park
et al., 2005; Liang et al., 2005a; Huang et al., 2008; Desai and Ha-
que, 2007; Tao et al., 2007; Agrawal et al., 2008; Richter et al.,
2009). Furthermore, these internal initial stresses and large elastic
deformations induced by surface stresses can influence the overall
mechanical properties (Liang et al., 2005b), such as the stiffness
and the resonant frequency, and therefore the dynamic behavior
of NWs. Zhang et al. (2008) proposed a continuum model that con-
siders the residual strain to study the surface stress effects on
Young’s modulus and yield strength of NWs. The effects of surface
stresses and initial stresses on the yield strength of NWs were
studied (Zhang et al., 2008). However, for the beam or nanobeam
structures, Gurtin et al. (1976) and Lu et al. (2005) showed that
the residual surface stresses have no effect on the resonant fre-
quency if linear elastic kinematics are considered. To date, there
has been no study that has considered the effects of the surface-in-
duced initial stresses upon the flexural behavior of NWs by using
nonlinear strain measurements.

In the present paper, we begin with an analysis of the surface-
induced initial stresses in the bulk and surface of NWs based on the
Gurtin and Murdoch’s surface elasticity theory (Gurtin and Mur-
doch, 1975). After derivation of the surface-induced initial stresses
in NWs, a new formulation of the Euler–Bernoulli beam model is
developed through the incremental deformation theory by consid-
ering the local geometrical nonlinearity of the Lagrangian strain
components during the incremental flexural motion (Biot, 1965;
Sun, 1972; Song and Huang, 2009). Therefore, the effects of surface
stresses, surface-induced initial stresses and surface elasticity are
naturally incorporated into the modified Euler–Bernoulli beam
equation. From our newly derived governing equation, we addi-
tionally demonstrate that the surface stresses along the cross sec-
tional perimeter of the NW have contributions not only on the
loading term but also on the effective bending rigidity of the
NWs in the equation of motion during the incremental deforma-
tion. The comparison of the current model and the Young–Laplace
model for NWs with different boundary conditions is also
discussed.

Results from the current model are compared with those from
the existing experimental measurements, the surface Cauchy–
Born (SCB) model (Park and Klein, 2008) and the Young–Laplace
model (He and Lilley, 2008a,b; Wang and Feng, 2009). Very good
agreement among the current model, experimental data and the
SCB model shows the validity of the current model and the impor-
tance of including the surface-induced initial stresses in the con-
tinuum model of NWs. Both fixed/free and fixed/fixed boundary
conditions for the bending deformation of NWs are discussed
and compared; we further compare our results for both metallic
and ceramic NWs. As compared to existing experimental data
and numerical results, the current model which accounts for both
the effects of the surface stresses and surface-induced initial stres-
ses provides a very reasonable prediction of dynamic bending
behavior for both the fixed/fixed and fixed/free NWs. However,
the Young–Laplace model cannot correctly reflect the resonant fre-
quency shift, as demonstrated by examples with fixed/free NWs,
and also in considering surface effects on the higher mode reso-
nant frequencies of NWs.
2. Continuum model

2.1. Determination of surface-induced initial stresses

Even in the absence of external loading, both modeling and
experiments have shown that surface stresses can cause significant
deformation of NWs (Liang et al., 2005b; Huang et al., 2008; Zhang
et al., 2008; Yun and Park, 2009; Jiang and Batra, 2009), where the
amount of deformation depends upon the boundary conditions.
We first consider an undeformed NW without any surface stresses,
referred to as the original state. A linear elastic surface with the ini-
tial surface stress s0 is then attached to the NW; due to this initial
surface stress, the NW will undergo an initial deformation until an
equilibrium state is reached which is referred to as the relaxed
state, as shown in Fig. 1. In the study, for the fixed/free boundary
condition, the NW will initially undergo axial relaxation that is ten-
sile or compressive depending on the material, which results in a
redistribution of the surface and surface-induced initial stresses.
For the fixed/fixed boundary condition, the surface stress in the
original state of the NW is the same as that in the relaxed state
of the NW, and no deformation will be initiated due to the con-
straints at the ends of the NW.

In this study, the mathematical ‘surface’ with zero thickness is
assumed based on the surface elasticity theory (Gurtin and Mur-
doch, 1975). Determination of the relaxed state of the NWs can
be achieved by the potential energy minimization (Zhang et al.,
2008). The surface-induced initial axial stress and strain are as-
sumed to be constant within the cross sections of the NWs in the
study. Therefore, the axial initial stress ~rxx and strain ~exx within
the NW are given by

~rxx ¼ E~exx ð1Þ

in which E is the bulk Young’s modulus of the NW, and the embel-
lishment ‘‘~�’’ represents the relaxed state. The surface stresses can
be expressed by the surface elasticity theory as

~sxx ¼ s0 þ Es~es
xx; ð2Þ

where ~sxx is the total initial surface stress, Es is the surface modulus,
and ~es

xx is the initial surface strain in the relaxed state. The continu-
ity condition between the bulk and surface requires ~es

xx ¼ ~exx at the
surface. In the absence of any external loading, the system potential
energy can be written as

P ¼ UV þ US ¼
Z ~exx

0

~rxxd~exx

 !
Aþ

Z ~es
xx

0

~sxxd~es
xx

 !
C; ð3Þ

where UV and US denote deformation energies within the NW and
its surface, respectively, A is the area and C the perimeter of NW
cross section. The minimization of P determines the ~es

xx (or ~exx)
and hence ~sxx and ~rxx for the relaxed state, which should be consid-
ered as the initial state for the bending analysis hereafter. For fixed/
fixed NWs, we have ~es

xx ¼ ~exx ¼ 0 because the constraints at the ends
of the NW prevent the axial relaxation. In summary, before the
bending deformation, the following initial (relaxed) state due to
surface stresses should be considered in the NW for different
boundary conditions

~rxx ¼
� EC

EAþEsC s0; fixed=free NWs;

0; fixed=fixed NWs;

(
ð4Þ

~sxx ¼
EA

EAþEsC s0; fixed=free NWs;

s0; fixed=fixed NWs:

(
ð5Þ

It should be mentioned that the relaxed configuration of the NWs
depends not only on the boundary conditions but also on the spe-
cific fabrication processes. In this study, the following assumptions



Fig. 1. Illustrations of boundary effects on configurations of NWs at different states with: (a) fixed/free; (b) fixed/fixed boundary conditions; note that the axial deformation
for the fixed/free boundary condition can either be compressive (for fcc metals), or tensile (for silicon).
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are made for NWs with different boundary conditions in Eqs. (4)
and (5):

(i) For the fixed/free boundary condition, the derivation of sur-
face and surface-induced initial stresses is based on the NWs
with free relaxation configuration. This assumption is good
for NWs that are fabricated via bottom-up growth processes,
such as the chemical vapor deposition method (Gavan et al.,
2009), the thermal evaporation approach (Chen et al.,
2006b), the vapor–liquid–solid growth (Wu and Yang,
2001) and the seed mediated growth techniques (Nikoobkht
and El-Sayed, 2003; Zijlstra et al., 2008).

(ii) For the fixed/fixed boundary condition, the derivation of sur-
face and surface-induced initial stresses is based on the NWs
with constrained relaxation configuration. This assumption
is good for NWs that are created via etching or top-down
fabrication processes, for which the NWs are being con-
strained before the etching. This assumption is also consis-
tent with many prior computational studies of NWs (Park
and Klein, 2008; Yun and Park, 2009; Makeev et al., 2006;
Wang et al., 2010b).

(iii) The relaxation along the transverse directions of the NW due
to surface stresses is neglected in the current model.

2.2. Beam theory with surface and surface-induced initial stresses

We now consider the bending deformation of a straight NW in
the x–z plane, as shown in Fig. 2. According to the Euler–Bernoulli
beam assumption, the displacement field in the NW can be ex-
pressed as

uxðx; z; tÞ ¼ �z
@wðx; tÞ
@x

; uzðx; z; tÞ ¼ wðx; tÞ; ð6Þ

where z denotes the coordinate measured from the NW’s neutral
plane. The nonlinear Green–Lagrangian strain of the NW can be ex-
pressed by
exx ¼ �z
@2w
@x2 þ

1
2

z
@2w
@x2

 !2

þ 1
2

@w
@x

� �2

: ð7Þ

According to the theory of Trefftz (Biot, 1965; Sun, 1972), the total
bulk and surface stresses can be assumed to be related linearly to
the accompanying strain as

rt
xx ¼ ~rxx þ Eexx; ð8Þ

st
xx ¼ ~sxx þ Eses

xx; ð9Þ

where the superscript s denotes the surface quantity.
The linear incremental constitutive relation is adopted here, be-

cause the incremental deformation from the relaxed state is as-
sumed to be infinitesimal. However, the strain–displacement
relations must be nonlinear because the effects of the axial initial
bulk and surface stresses on the transverse deflection depend on
the existence of the geometrical nonlinearity of the Lagrangian
strain components, as shown in Eq. (7). With the linear stress–
strain relations using Eqs. (8) and (9), the strain energy of the
NW per unit initial volume is readily obtained as

Wb ¼
Z exx

0
rt

xxdexx ¼ ~rxx þ
1
2

Eexx

� �
exx ð10Þ

for the bulk, and

Ws ¼
Z es

xx

0
st

xxdes
xx ¼ ~sxx þ

1
2

Eses
xx

� �
es

xx ð11Þ

for the surface where es
xx ¼ exx at the surface.

According to the theory of Biot (1965), the incremental poten-
tial energy of the NW is pertinent in the variational formulation:

DW ¼ DWb þ DWs; ð12Þ

where DWb ¼Wb � ~rxxexx and DWs ¼Ws � ~sxxes
xx with exx = @ux/@x

being the usual linear strain, and es
xx ¼ exx at the surface.

Substituting Eqs. (10) and (11) into Eq. (12), the total incremen-
tal potential energy per unit initial length of the NW can be ob-



Table 1
Comparison of the current model without the surface-induced initial stresses with the
Young–Laplace model (He and Lilley, 2008a,b; Wang and Feng, 2009).

Loading
term P⁄

Effective bending
rigidity (EI)⁄

The current model without
initial stresses

Cir: 2pas0 Cir: EI + (Es + s0)pa3

Rec: 2(b + h)s0 Rec: EI + (Es + s0)(bh2/2 + h3/6)

The Young–Laplace model Cir: 4as0 Cir: EI + Espa3

Rec: 2bs0 Rec: EI + Es(bh2/2 + h3/6)

Fig. 2. Schematic of the relevant bulk and surface stresses during the bending deformation of a NW.
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tained by integrating DW over the cross section and surface,
respectively, as

U ¼ 1
2

~rxxI þ ~sxxIs þ EsIs þ EIð Þ @2w
@x2

 !2

þ ~rxxAþ ~sxxCð Þ @w
@x

� �2
2
4

3
5;
ð13Þ

where I is the moment of inertia, and Is is the surface moment of
inertia. The kinetic energy per unit length of the NW is expressed as

T ¼ 1
2
qA

@w
@t

� �2

: ð14Þ

By applying Hamilton’s principle based on Eqs. (13) and (14), the
flexural equation of motion of the NWs including the combined ef-
fects of the surface stresses and surface-induced initial stresses is
obtained as

qA
@2w
@t2 þ ðEIÞ� @

4w
@x4 � P�

@2w
@x2 ¼ 0; ð15Þ

where for circular NWs, P� ¼ pa2 ~rxx þ 2pa~sxx; ðEIÞ� ¼ EI þ ~rxxIþ
ðEs þ ~sxxÞIs; I ¼ pa4=4; Is ¼ pa3 and a is the radius. For rectangular
NWs, P� ¼ bh~rxx þ 2ðb þ hÞ~sxx; ðEIÞ� ¼ EI þ ~rxxI þ ðEs þ ~sxxÞIs; I ¼
bh3

=12; Is ¼ bh2
=2þ h3

=6 and b and h are the width and thickness,
respectively.

As shown in Eq. (15), the initial surface stresses ~rxx and ~sxx, as
defined in Eqs. (1) and (2), contribute to both the loading term P⁄

and effective bending rigidity (EI)⁄; this is because we have consid-
ered the local geometrical nonlinearity of the Lagrangian strain
components. Therefore, the overall mechanical behavior of the
NWs will be affected by the initial surface stresses. Simulation re-
sults from the current model will be compared with those from the
existing experimental measurements, the SCB model and the gen-
eralized Young–Laplace model to show the importance of consid-
ering the surface-induced initial stresses.

2.3. Comparison with Young–Laplace model

It is also interesting to note that the governing Eq. (15) derived
by the current model has the same form as that of the Young–La-
place model (He and Lilley, 2008b) except for the detailed formu-
lation of the loading term and the effective bending rigidity. We
now discuss fundamental differences between the current model
and the Young–Laplace model, where for consistency of compari-
son, the surface-induced initial stress is ignored in the current
model. Based on this assumption, the loading term and the effec-
tive bending rigidity in Eq. (15) can be reduced for NWs with cir-
cular (Cir) and rectangular (Rec) cross sections, respectively, as
listed in Table 1. For comparison, the loading term P⁄ and effective
bending rigidity (EI)⁄ in the Young–Laplace model (He and Lilley,
2008a,b; Wang and Feng, 2009) are also included in Table 1.
The difference of the effective bending rigidities (EI)⁄ between
the two models originates from the fact that the effects of the sur-
face stress are included in the current model by considering the lo-
cal geometrical nonlinearity, which is ignored in the Young–
Laplace model. In addition, according to the Young–Laplace model,
only surface stresses on the top and bottom surfaces of NWs can
enter the loading term in the governing equation for NWs with
rectangular cross section, and surface stresses on the side surfaces
are absent (He and Lilley, 2008a,b). This formulation therefore ne-
glects the important contribution of surface stresses acting on the
side surfaces, which impacts the system energy during the bending
deformation, and hence the governing equation. This is clearly
unphysical as any preexisting stress, regardless of whether it oc-
curs in the bulk or the surface, should be accounted for if they con-
tribute to the strain energy. The generalized Young–Laplace model
was originally derived to address interface/surface tension be-
tween two different solids incorporating the interface stresses
(Chen et al., 2006a). The model is based on the classical theory of
membranes under in-plane surface stresses. Therefore, the
Young–Laplace model can correctly capture the effects of surface
stresses on the top and bottom surfaces with nonzero curvatures
during bending deformation (Gurtin and Murdoch, 1975; Gurtin
et al., 1976; Wang and Feng, 2007). However, if the Young–Laplace
model is adopted for NWs (e.g. He and Lilley, 2008a,b), the effects
of surface stresses on the side surfaces cannot be captured because
the side surfaces have zero bending curvatures. From the compar-
ison of the derivation in Table 1, it can be found that the Young–La-
place model may be a good approximation only for micro/
nanobeams with a large width-to-thickness ratio of the cross sec-
tion, but it may not be applicable for NWs where the cross section
has comparable width and thickness dimensions. The comparison
of the current model and the Young–Laplace continuum model
for NWs with different boundary conditions are now discussed
via numerical examples and existing experimental data.
3. Numerical results

To validate the current model, experimental measurements for
the effective Young’s modulus of silicon nitride (SiNx) nanocantile-
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vers (Gavan et al., 2009) will be first compared with those obtained
using the current model and the Young–Laplace model. It was re-
ported in the experimental paper that the Young–Laplace model
gives a contradictory result for the effective Young’s modulus
based on the measured first and second mode resonant frequen-
cies, respectively (Gavan et al., 2009). Specifically, size-dependent
elastic softening is predicted by the Young–Laplace model based
upon the first resonant frequency, while size-dependent elastic
stiffening is predicted based upon the second resonant frequency.

Fig. 3 shows the effective Young’s modulus predictions of the
SiNx fixed/free nanocantilever with respect to different thicknesses
based on the current model, the Young–Laplace model (He and Lil-
ley, 2008b) and existing experimental measurements (Gavan et al.,
2009) by using the first and second resonant frequencies, respec-
tively. In the figure, the effective Young’s modulus is calculated
as Eeff = (f⁄)2E with f⁄ being the ratio of the resonant frequency cal-
culated with the surface and surface-induced initial stresses to that
calculated without the surface and surface-induced initial stresses
(Weaver et al., 1990). The fixed dimensions of the cantilever are
the length (L = 60 lm) and the width (b = 12lm). The bulk material
properties of the cantilever are Young’s modulus (E = 300 GPa) and
mass density (q = 3100 kgm�3) (Gavan et al., 2009). There are no
published values of surface elastic properties for amorphous SiNx;
therefore, we utilize the surface properties of the cantilever given
in Gavan et al. (2009) , i.e. s0 = 0.1 N/m and Es = �1070 N/m. From
the figure, it can be found that the Young–Laplace model (He and
Lilley, 2008b) gives inconsistent predictions about the effective
Young’s modulus of the cantilever that is predicted by using the
first and the second resonant frequencies, respectively. To explain
the discrepancy, an ad hoc surface elasticity model was suggested
by Gavan et al. (2009), in which the residual surface stress term s0

in the Young–Laplace equation was ignored.
In contrast, as shown in Fig. 3, the current model predictions are

consistent with the experimental results by using both the first and
second resonant frequencies, in which the surface-induced initial
stress is considered. The explanation based on the current model
is that for the fixed/free boundary condition the loading term P⁄

in Eq. (15), which represents the combined effects of the surface
initial stress and the bulk initial stress, vanishes based on their
relationship in Eqs. (4) and (5). Therefore, the first and second res-
Fig. 3. The effective Young’s modulus prediction of the SiNx cantilever based on the curre
data (Gavan et al., 2009): (a) the first mode and (b) the second mode.
onant frequencies are only related to the effective bending rigidity
(EI)⁄ for the fixed/free nanocantilever, in which the effects of the
initial stress are included in the current model. Therefore, the
effective Young’s modulus is predicted consistently by using the
first and second frequencies.

However, for the Young–Laplace model, the first and second
resonant frequencies are influenced by both the non-vanishing
loading term and the effective Young’s modulus. Neglect of the sur-
face-induced initial stress results in the non-vanishing loading
term, as listed in Table 1. The non-vanishing loading term (the
transverse force) is the reason for the inconsistent prediction about
the effective Young’s modulus of the cantilever in the Young–La-
place model. For the first mode, the signs of the non-vanishing
transverse force and displacement are the same which causes soft-
ening of the effective Young’s modulus. However, for the second
mode, the signs of the non-vanishing transverse force and dis-
placement are opposite which causes stiffening of the effective
Young’s modulus. A detailed physical explanation for the contra-
dictory result can also be found in Gavan et al. (2009).

Both numerical simulation and experimental testing have been
widely utilized to characterize the size-dependent elastic moduli
of NWs and nanorods (Mcdowell et al., 2008; Park and Klein,
2008; Agrawal et al., 2008; Cuenot et al., 2004; Jing et al., 2006;
Chen et al., 2006b; Zijlstra et al., 2008). In the following, the com-
parison of the current model, the Young–Laplace model (He and
Lilley, 2008a,b), the SCB model (Park and Klein, 2008) and the
experimental measurement (Chen et al., 2006b; Zijlstra et al.,
2008) for predictions of effective Young’s modulus of NWs and
nanorods with different boundary conditions is discussed.

While many experimental tests of NWs with fixed/fixed bound-
ary conditions have been reported (Cuenot et al., 2004; Jing et al.,
2006; Mcdowell et al., 2008), there have been comparably fewer
published experimental results of NWs with fixed/free boundary
conditions. Fig. 4 shows the comparison of the effective Young’s
modulus of fixed/free ZnO NWs with an axial [0001] orientation
with ð10�10Þ surfaces as a function of the diameter by the current
model, the Young–Laplace model (He and Lilley, 2008b) and the
existing experimental measurement (Chen et al., 2006b). To our
best knowledge, there are no rigorous values published for both
bulk and surface properties of ZnO NWs in a single paper. In the
nt model, the Young–Laplace model (He and Lilley, 2008b) and experimental testing
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calculation, the bulk Young’s modulus in [0001] oriented ZnO NWs
is selected as E = 140 GPa from (Chen et al., 2006b), and the density
q = 5.6 � 103 kgm�3 from (Pauporte et al., 2002); the surface stress
is used as s0 = �0.91 N/m for ð10�10Þ surface of ZnO from the first-
principles method (Wang and Li, 2007), and the surface modulus
for [0001] oriented ZnO NWs is used as Es = 267 N/m in Xu et al.
(2010), which was obtained by data fitting with experimental mea-
surements. The experimental specimens in Chen et al. (2006b)
have typical lengths of 7–15 lm and no variation of the Young’s
modulus with the slight increase in length was observed (Chen
et al., 2006b); therefore, the length of the ZnO NWs is assumed
as L = 10 lm for the calculations in this work. The effective Young’s
modulus is obtained as Eeff = (f ⁄)2E where f⁄ is defined as the ratio
of the resonant frequency calculated with the surface and surface-
induced initial stresses to that calculated without the surface and
surface-induced initial stresses.
Fig. 4. Comparison of the effective Young’s modulus Eeff of fixed/free ZnO NWs as a funct
and Lilley, 2008b), and the existing experimental measurement (Chen et al., 2006b).

Fig. 5. Comparison of the effective Young’s modulus Eeff of free standing Au Nanorods as
(He and Lilley, 2008b), and existing experimental data (Zijlstra et al., 2008).
For the fixed/free ZnO NWs, the current model gives an excel-
lent prediction of the effective Young’s modulus of the NWs with
different diameters compared with those in the experimental mea-
surements. However, the Young–Laplace model overestimates the
effective Young’s modulus of the NWs, especially for the NWs with
small diameters because the surface stress effects on the fixed/free
NWs are overestimated by the Young–Laplace model. The physical
explanation is that for the NWs with the fixed/free boundary con-
dition, the free end of the NWs undergoes relaxation due to surface
stresses, and therefore the surface-induced initial stresses should
be considered. However, for the Young–Laplace model, the initial
stress is always ignored, thus leading to an artificially stiff elastic
response.

As previously discussed, the axial surface relaxation of the NW
is different for brittle ceramic materials (e.g., ZnO) as compared to
fcc metals (e.g., Ag and Au). To show the capability of the current
ion of the diameter obtained from the current model, the Young–Laplace model (He

a function of diameters obtained from the current model, the Young–Laplace model
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model, the effective Young’s modulus Eeff of fixed/free Au nanorods
predicted by the current model, the Young–Laplace model (He and
Lilley, 2008b) and existing experimental data (Zijlstra et al., 2008)
is illustrated and compared in Fig. 5. In the figure, the effective
Young’s modulus is calculated as Eeff = (f⁄)2E where f⁄ is defined
as the ratio of the resonant frequency with the surface and sur-
face-induced initial stresses to that without the surface and sur-
face-induced initial stresses. The experimental effective Young’s
modulus is based on measurements of the extensional mode
frequency (Zijlstra et al., 2008). The nanorods are [100] Au and
the average length L = 92 nm is used in the calculation. The bulk
material properties of the nanorods are the Young’s modulus
(E = 42 GPa) (Zijlstra et al., 2008) and mass density (q = 19.3 �
103 kgm�3), and the surface properties of [100] Au crystal with
(100) surface are s0 = 1.4 N/m and Es = �3.6 N/m (Shenoy, 2005).
From the figure, it can be found that the current model shows al-
Fig. 6. The comparison of the fundamental resonant frequency shift of the constant leng
model, the Young–Laplace model (He and Lilley, 2008b) and the SCB model (Park and K

Fig. 7. Comparison of the effective Young’s modulus Eeff of fixed/fixed Ag NWs as a fun
Laplace model (He and Lilley, 2008a).
most no size dependence of the effective Young’s modulus for
fixed/free Au nanorods, which is consistent with the experimental
observation by Zijlstra et al. (2008). However, small variation of the
effective Young’s modulus with respect to size can be observed by
using the Young–Laplace model (He and Lilley, 2008b), even when
the nanorods have small aspect ratios which significantly reduce
the surface stress effects. The stiffening of the measured modulus
over the bulk value was attributed to coupling to the substrate
(Zijlstra et al., 2008) or possible impurity of the single crystal struc-
ture of the nanorod, which is not reflected in the current model and
the Young–Laplace model (He and Lilley, 2008b).

We now investigate the mechanical behavior of metal (Au) NWs
using the resonant frequencies computed by different models to
show the importance of considering the surface-induced initial
stress for different boundary conditions. Fig. 6 shows the compar-
ison of the fundamental resonant frequency shift of the NW pre-
th square Au NWs as a function of NW width (b) or thickness (h) from the current
lein, 2008).

ction of surface-to-volume ratio obtained from the current model and the Young–



Fig. 8. The critical compressive load of axial buckling of circular Ag NWs with different surface orientations as a function of the NW diameter. (a) The Young–Laplace model
(Wang and Feng, 2009) and (b) the current model.
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dicted by the current model, the SCB model (Park and Klein, 2008)
and the Young–Laplace model (He and Lilley, 2008b) respectively.
Both the fixed/fixed and fixed/free NWs are considered. The NW is
square [100] Au of the constant length (L = 232 nm) (Park and
Klein, 2008). The bulk material properties of the NW are Young’s
modulus (E = 35 GPa) and mass density (q = 19.3 � 103 kgm�3)
(Park and Klein, 2008), and the surface properties of the NW are
s0 = 1.4 N/m and Es = �3.6 N/m (Shenoy, 2005). In the figure, the
normalized resonant frequency f⁄ is defined as the ratio of the res-
onant frequency calculated with the surface and surface-induced
initial stresses to that calculated without the surface and surface-
induced initial stresses.

First, as expected, the frequency shift results from both the cur-
rent model and the Young–Laplace model agree reasonably well
with that by the SCB model for the fixed/fixed NWs, because the
surface-induced initial stresses disappear due to the constraints
at two ends of the NW and this physical situation is identical for
all the models. However, compared with the Young–Laplace mod-
el, the current model can provide a better prediction and finally
converges to the SCB model with an increase in the NW cross sec-
tional dimension. For the fixed/free NW, the current model still
agrees very well quantitatively with the SCB model. However, sig-
nificant discrepancy between the current model and the Young–
Laplace model can be observed which occurs because the Young–
Laplace model dramatically overestimates the surface stress effects
by ignoring the effects of the initial stress.

To further quantify the discrepancies between the current mod-
el and Young–Laplace model, Fig. 7 shows the comparison of the
effective Young’s modulus of the fixed/fixed circular Ag NW with
varying surface-to-volume ratio predicted by the current model
and the Young–Laplace model (He and Lilley, 2008a). The effective
Young’s modulus Eeff is obtained based on the bending deflection
equivalency by the conventional Euler beam model without the
surface stresses (He and Lilley, 2008a). The properties of the
(001) surface of Ag are s0 = 0.89 N/m and Es = 1.22 N/m (Shenoy,
2005), while the bulk Young’s modulus of Ag is taken as
E = 76 GPa (Jing et al., 2006). The fixed length of the NW is
L = 1 lm (He and Lilley, 2008a). To our best knowledge, there are
no corresponding experimental measurements available for the
fixed/fixed NWs fabricated in a top-down manner. From Fig. 7, it
can be observed that both the current model and the Young–La-
place model can predict the general stiffening tendency of the
effective Young’s modulus of the Ag NWs with increasing sur-
face-to-volume ratio. This is primarily because for the fixed/fixed
boundary condition in the current model, the surface-induced ini-
tial stresses vanish because the constraints at the ends of the NW
prevent the axial relaxation; this physical situation is identical to
what is represented for this boundary condition by the Young–La-
place model. Therefore, similar results are obtained for both mod-
els without the initial stress. However, the Young–Laplace model
quantitatively underestimates the effective Young’s modulus of
the NW with small cross sectional dimensions, which occurs be-
cause the Young–Laplace model does not take into account the ef-
fects of the surface stresses on the lateral side surfaces. The
detailed difference between the current model and Young–Laplace
model can be found in Table 1 for the fixed/fixed NWs.

For our final numerical example in illustrating the difference in
predictions obtained using the current model and the Young–La-
place model, we investigate the effects of surface stresses on the
buckling behavior of fixed/free NWs under uniaxial compression.
The critical axial force of buckling is derived as Pcr ¼ p2ðEIÞ�=
ð4L2Þ þ P� for the fixed/free NW (Wang and Feng, 2009). For the
Ag NWs, E = 76 GPa; s0 = 0.89 N/m and Es = 1.22 N/m are used for
the (001) surface, and s0 = 0.65 N/m and Es = �1.39N/m for the
(111) surface orientation (Shenoy, 2005). Fig. 8 demonstrates the
critical compressive buckling loads of the NW with respect to the
diameter predicted by the Young–Laplace model (Wang and Feng,
2009) and the current model, respectively. In the figure, the nor-
malized buckling load P�cr is defined as the ratio of the critical axial
force with the surface and surface-induced initial stresses to that
without the surface and surface-induced initial stresses. As shown
in the figure for the current model, the critical compressive force of
buckling becomes greater with the presence of surface stress for
the Ag NWs with (001) surfaces, while it becomes smaller for
(111) surfaces. However, for the Young–Laplace model, the critical
compressive force of buckling increases with the decrease of the
diameter of Ag NWs with both (001) and (111) surfaces (Wang
and Feng, 2009). It is interesting to point out that the surface
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effects on the buckling loads of the NW predicted by the current
model are much smaller than the predictions using the Young–La-
place model as shown in Fig. 8. This is expected because the surface
stress effects on the effective Young’s modulus of the fixed/free
NW are overestimated without considering the surface initial
stress by using Young–Laplace model, and also for the buckling
behavior of the NW. We also note that recent experimental results
on silicon NWs also indicated that the critical buckling force of the
NW shows little deviation from that expected from classical linear
elastic theory (Hsin et al., 2008).
4. Conclusion

In summary, we have demonstrated the importance of account-
ing for surface-induced initial stresses, which are neglected in most
existing continuum models, on both the bulk and the surfaces of
nanowires. By considering the geometrically nonlinear strains, a
new formulation of the Euler–Bernoulli beam model of nanowires
is developed through the incremental deformation theory, in
which effects of the surface stress, the surface-induced initial
stress and surface elasticity are naturally incorporated. We demon-
strate through comparisons to existing experimental and computa-
tional results the fact that surface-induced initial stresses, which
are neglected in the commonly used Young–Laplace model, have
a significant effect on the size and boundary condition-dependent
mechanical properties of metallic and ceramic nanowires. Further-
more, we demonstrated that the Young–Laplace model is also in
error due to the fact that it considers the effects of surface stresses
on only the top and bottom surfaces of the nanowires.
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